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Our piece of street art portrays the power of silent protesting against systemic racism in 

the United States of America (USA). Police brutality and injustice of the criminal system is a 

highly polarising and contentious issue in the USA, often correlating with racial divisions. In 

2016, professional football quarterback Colin Kaepernick started what later became a movement 

when he first kneeled during the US national anthem, boycotting the tradition of standing. 



Various National Football League (NFL) players and other athletes joined the Kaepernick-

inspired protests, leading to public tensions. The Trump administration tried to rebrand the 

protest as unpatriotic towards the flag, anthem and American troops; demanding the suspension 

or dismissal of players “disrespecting flag and country,” this caused the protests to turn into an 

act of direct resistance against the President in 2017.1 Several NFL owners, team presidents and 

chief executives2 condemned Trump’s reaction, including Nike joining the debate by contracting 

Kaepernick as the face of its advertising campaign and, moreover, social media enabling the 

world to participate in the heightened debate.3 

 

In our analysis we focused on how a visual perspective of ‘silent protesting’ during 

(sports) events of wide reach, influences our understanding of street art as a means of indirect 

political participation. This practical assignment includes many different aspects to the visual of 

politics. Ranging from national symbols, like the anthem and flag in this case, to honour police 

and military personnel, the power of ‘silent’ protesting and gestures in politics and their 

interpretations, as well as street art itself as a visual medium to encapsulate such topics of 

political activism approaching societal issues. 
 

Our choice of medium is a stencil image of Trump and a darkened, kneeling football 

player, with the backdrop of two flags, the Star Spangled banner and the Confederate flag. The 

Star Spangled banner for most Americans symbolises freedom, prosperity and a land where all 

men are created equal. However, the Confederate flag, initially used in the American Civil war4, 

became known as the unofficial flag of the “treasonous” slave owning Southern States. It was 

reintroduced in 1948 by the Dixiecrat party, whilst they fought against racial integration5, 

suggesting that all men are not created equal. Since then it has become a symbol representing 
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4 Coski, John M. 2006. The Confederate Battle Flag.Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. 

5
 Ibid. 
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racism, white supremacy and further exposes the racial divide in America.6 We placed an image 

of Trump taking aim at the darkened figure without holding an actual weapon to show how he is 

abusing his power without physically having to hold a gun. Adding to this tense representation, 

the news-headline shows how the President even went as far as telling Kaepernick to leave the 

country - a phrase often used by racists towards minorities expressing any kind of discontent to 

injustice they may face. 

 
 

An aesthetic approach by Roland Bleiker suggests that there is a gap between a form of 

representation and what is represented therewith.7 This insight applied to our piece of art shows 

how this inevitable difference is the “very location of politics”.8 Street art is particularly 

appropriate here because it provocatively sparks debate through the deliberate absence of 

neutrality or objectivity. While some criticized the kneeling football player as unpatriotic and 

disrespecting the country, others praised their peaceful activism. In an interview one of 

Kaepernick’s team colleagues explained “after hours of careful consideration [...] we chose to 

kneel because it’s a respectful gesture, [...] our posture was like a flag flown at half-mast to mark 

a tragedy. [...] It has always been my understanding that the brave men and women who fought 

and died for our country did so to ensure that we could live in a fair and free society, which 

includes the right to speak out in protest.”9
 

 
We chose to frame the public tension around the protests in a piece of street art because 

of their provocative nature and direct exposure to all the social classes, having the potential to 

question decision makers as well as challenge their policies. Street art can, during times of a 

crisis or big political change in a country, become an important form of indirect political 

participation. In general, its main aim is to briefly and clearly comment on political positions 

thus forming kind of a micro-level political involvement. Artists often see unauthorized, illegal 

street art as a way to reclaim public space, thus producing a more democratic environment.10
 

 

 
6 "Confederate Flag". 2018. Anti-Defamation League. 
https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/confederate-flag.

 

7 Roland Bleiker, Aesthetics And World Politics(Palgrave Macmillan, 2009).
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However, such a change depends heavily on what John Fiske calls audiencing, a process in 

which the meaning of an image is re-negotiated or even rejected.According to Gillian Rose, the 

most important aspect of audiencing is the social modality. Therefore, image is perceived very 

differently depending on the social practices and particular place where it is situated.11
 

 
In this case, the piece of street art would most probably be viewed very positively when 

situated in a neighbourhood with Afro-American majority and could even fuel some kind of a 

social unrest or a protest against the US President’s administration. However, it could provoke a 

negative response in a neighbourhood with exclusively white population where racism remains 

very powerful, thus supporting Trump’s actions. Moreover, if this piece was circulated for 

example as a photo on social media, the response could again differ greatly depending on time, 

place and its spectators. Colin Kaepernick taking a knee during the national anthem before a 

highly attended and broadcasted NFL game was decisive for the national and global reach of the 

protest. National sport events like these can reach a vast amount of people due to television and 

other important media. For this reason, some athletes decide to express their political beliefs 

during a sporting event. Their statements can reach millions of people, who will be made aware 

of significant political issues affecting a different reality. 
 

Often sport organizations want to separate politics and sport, claiming the importance of 

maintaining sport pure and independent.12 In fact, many contracts often restrict what an athlete 

can say and do in public.13 If an athlete promotes a political idea during a sporting event they are 

usually suspended or banned from their team. Even if many of these organizations commit 

themselves to ethical behaviour and integrity, they may sanction an athlete who is making a 

statement against a perceived unethical behaviour.14
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
11 Gillian Rose, Visual Methodologies: An Introduction to the Interpretation of Visual Materials (SAGE 
Publications, 2001)

 

12 Charles Maurice, “Politics and Sport: How FIFA,UEFA and the IOC regulate political statements by athletes,” Law 
in Sports,May 20, 2016,

  

13 Laurence Halsted, “Olympic athletes must exercise their right to speak beyond their sport,”The Guardian,May 19, 

2017, https://www.theguardian.com/sport/blog/2016/may/19/olympic-athletes-speak-out-politics-social-issues-

laurence-ha lsted-fencer-rio-games.
 

 

14 Ibid.
 



In conclusion, this practical assignment aimed to highlight the importance of street art as 
 

a visual perspective on political participation and the opportunity to expose the public to 

possible injustice not contained in their own reality. 
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